The Invacare® Top End® Schulte 7000 Series Basketball Wheelchair is faster, lighter, stronger and better than ever. In 2011 it hit the market with new material, enhanced headtube design and axle securing system, reducing overall weight by two pounds and improving performance. Each Schulte 7000 Series Wheelchair is custom built to each individual athlete’s specifications and is overseen by Paul Schulte who is the design engineer for Invacare Top End and the Captain of the USA National Men’s Wheelchair Basketball Team.
Features
Custom-built fixed frame in 7005 aluminum
Adjustable height fixed swivel anti-tip 58mm fifth wheel
Fixed back with fixed or adjustable height
Adjustable tension seat and back upholstery
Fixed axle position with fixed wheelbase
Fixed camber: 15°, 18° or 20°
High performance Sun® wheels: 24", 25", 26" or 700C
Four bed offensive wing
Anodized pushrim
High pressure clincher tires
Precision fork caster system
72mm casters
Adjustable height tubular footrest
Powder coat paint
Rear frame protector
Axle securing system
250 lb. weight capacity

Model #: PS7

1. Double swivel anti-tip/ fifth wheel option
2. Precision fork caster system
3. Optional welded fixed tube sideguard
4. Adjustable center-of-gravity option
5. Adjustable height fixed swivel anti-tip
6. 7005 Aluminum heat treating process

Options
Adjustable Center-of-Gravity
Spinergy® SLX or Spox wheels
Sun® Equalizer™ wheels
12 tab pushrims
Tapered seat width
Welded seat rigidizer bars with solid seat
Double swivel anti-tip/fifth wheel
Click straps
Double amputee front-end
Recessed platform footrest
Adjustable angle footrest
Clamp-on fixed aluminum side guards
Fixed side guards with welded tube
Fixed aluminum or carbon fiber side guards
Titanium axles
Titanium pushrims
Front frame protectors
Alignment gauge